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Offering 13,000 products from more than 362 
manufacturers, serving some 28,000 locations 
As PharmaOverseas expanded its medical distribution business, growing transaction 
volumes placed tremendous pressure on the company’s mission-critical business 
processes. Even a very small number of errors could cause significant delivery delays and 
negatively impact rates of return. Additionally, PharmaOverseas could not continue to 
scale the capacity of its call center indefinitely, and the company’s underlying systems 
struggled to keep pace. So, PharmaOverseas planned a digital transformation to create a 
foundation for greater efficiency and speed, even as the company continues to grow.

How Does AI Enable Accurate, 
Reliable Delivery of Lifesaving 
Medicines?



Before: Challenges and Opportunities
• Growing transaction volumes placing tremendous pressure on mission-critical business processes 
• Inability to scale the capacity of the call center indefinitely
• Many missed opportunities to offer promotions to pharmacists
• Underlying systems that struggled to keep pace, which meant key sales and financial reports took too 

long to produce

Why SAP and IBM
• Support for future growth by enhancing digital performance with in-memory technology powered by the 

SAP HANA® database
• A foundation for transitioning to integrated applications and analytics offered by SAP S/4HANA®

• Experts with the knowledge and capabilities to implement the new technology on budget and on time, 
and who can provide support for one of the largest SAP S/4HANA deployments in Egypt

• IBM Power Systems and IBM Flash Storage, which provided powerful servers to support SAP solutions

After: Value-Driven Results
• Expanded market share by carrying a greater range of products, improving delivery accuracy and 

increasing sales
• Implemented AI and conversational chatbots that can understand customer requests and enter 

customer orders directly into the system
• Gained the ability to offer personalized offers and sales to customers based on customer history stored 

in SAP® solutions, which reduces customer costs while encouraging greater sales
• Integrated and streamlined existing processes and introduced new analytics capabilities

Enabling a Breakout Growth Strategy with SAP S/4HANA®

“If we could put the sales ordering process in the 
hands of the pharmacists themselves, with online 
commerce integrated with digitalized processes, we 
knew that we could cut error rates and enhance 
customer satisfaction.”
Dr. Mohab Gazzarine, Chairman of the Board, PharmaOverseas

PharmaOverseas
Smouha, Egypt
www.pharmaoverseas.com

Industry
Life sciences –
pharmaceuticals

Employees
5,000

Revenue
EGP 12.618 billion
(US$802 million)

Products and Services
Distribution of 
pharmaceuticals and 
medical products

Featured Solutions
SAP S/4HANA and 
SAP HANA

20%
Forecasted sales growth 
through targeted promotion

30%
Operational cost savings 
over three years

Featured Partner
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http://www.pharmaoverseas.com/
https://www.sap.com/corporate/en/legal/terms-of-use.html
http://www.pharmaoverseas.com/
https://www.sap.com/corporate/en/legal/terms-of-use.html


To increase sales, specialist pharmaceuticals distributor PharmaOverseas wanted to offer 
new products and personalized promotions to pharmacists. By moving to applications on 
SAP S/4HANA®, powered by IBM Power Systems and IBM Flash Storage, 
PharmaOverseas enables a breakout growth strategy delivered by AI, conversational 
chatbots, and operational excellence.

PharmaOverseas supported its principal business processes with the SAP® ERP 
application, originally implemented on IBM POWER7 servers with a total of 4,000 users 
accessing these systems. To enable greater total capacity and scalability, the company 
subsequently migrated these solutions to SAP ERP running on IBM POWER9 enterprise 
systems servers.

The company supports future growth by taking advantage of the performance offered by 
the SAP HANA® database during its transition to integrated applications and analytics 
offered by SAP S/4HANA. This ambitious SAP S/4HANA implementation is one of the 
largest in Egypt.

Streamlining Operations, Improving Customer 
Service, and Driving New Sales

Faster restore 
time enabled by 
SAP S/4HANA and 
IBM Flash Storage

60%

“After using SAP S/4HANA on IBM POWER9 
enterprise servers for more than a year, our 
system has greatly improved and is running at 
its best.”
Alaa Elbayoumi, IT Project Manager, PharmaOverseas

50%
Reduction in total 
inventory predicted 
after digital 
transformation


